than sibling pairs. In these models, 68% of unrelated pairs and 34% of sibling pairs have у2 disparities for minor antigens that can elicit GVHD. These estimates are similar to The presence of recipient disparity for a minor histocompatibility antigen termed HA-1 is associated with an the proportions of patients who experience grades II-IV GVHD after transplantation of unmodified marrow from increased risk of grades II-IV GVHD after marrow transplantation from an HLA-identical sibling. These HLA-identical donors when methotrexate and cyclosporine are used for prophylaxis. 4 In the same models, 36% of unredata offer an opportunity to test the validity of theoretical models suggesting that the minor antigens capable lated pairs and 10% of sibling pairs have у3 disparities for minor antigens that can elicit GVHD. These estimates are of eliciting GVHD in any given individual are encoded by approximately seven genetic loci. Published data and similar to the proportions of patients who experience grades III-IV GVHD.
3
The polymorphism and allele distribution of human minor incorporated assumptions that the genetic loci encoding histocompatibility antigens have not been extensively minor histocompatibility antigens have limited polymordefined, 1 and with few possible exceptions, 2 the loci that phism, that their alleles are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibencode antigens capable of eliciting acute graft-versus-host rium, and that the codominantly expressed gene products disease (GVHD) have not been identified. In a previous of minor histocompatibility alleles generate an alloimmune analysis, it was estimated that in any given individual, response in any HLA-identical sibling who does not have approximately seven minor histocompatibility loci might the same alleles. In the study by Goulmy et al, 2 pairs were encode antigens that cause GVHD. 3 In test models, the counted as mismatched when the recipient was HA-1-posidegree of GVH disparity between donor and recipients was tive and the donor was negative. All other pairs were connot greatly affected by assumptions concerning the number sidered to be matched, consistent with the assumption that of alleles at each locus, the distribution of alleles in the the HA-1 locus encodes a single dominant allele and one or population, or the number of loci that can elicit GVHD, more 'null' alleles. Table 1 shows the distribution of GVH but models were profoundly affected by uncertainty in the disparity predicted by a model of seven biallelic minor estimated proportion of patients who would not develop histocompatibility loci each having a 75/25 allele distri-GVHD after marrow transplantation from HLA-identical bution. In this model, 34% of sibling pairs would be siblings in the absence of post-transplant immunosuppresexpected to have у2 GVH disparities. If one of these loci sion. The models were also profoundly affected by the type was known to be mismatched, then 67% of pairs would be of donor in that unrelated pairs had more GVH disparity expected to have a total of у2 GVH disparities, and if one of these loci was known to be matched, then 27% of pairs would be expected to have у2 GVH disparities among the that could detect disparity at four of seven loci capable of d Calculations for HA-1-matched pairs were corrected for undetected allele eliciting GVHD. In these models, the probability of dispardisparity at the HA-1 locus.
ity for untyped antigens was combined with the distribution of disparities achieved by selecting the best matched donor among a given number tested (see Appendix B for matched at one locus, the odds ratio for the probability of having у2 GVH disparities is 5.49. This value is quite calculations). As expected, typing an increasing number of donors progressively decreases the probability of GVH disclose to the odds ratio of 5.29 for the risk of grades II-IV GVHD in HA-1-mismatched pairs as compared to HA-1-parity. If it were possible to select the best match among five unrelated donors tested for each patient, the distribution matched pairs (from data reported by Goulmy et al, 2 calculated without stratification for age of the recipient).
of GVH disparities would approximate the benchmark distribution of GVH disparities for sibling recipients without Because the HA-1 locus has not been fully characterized, calculations were also made for a codominant model where typing for minor histocompatibility antigens. Further analysis with similar models indicates that this degree of the 'A' allele is assumed to encode the HA-1 antigen and the 'a' allele is assumed to encode another antigen yet to improvement in the disparity between unrelated pairs could be achieved by selecting the best donor among four tested be defined. From the reported data, the gene frequencies of 'A' and 'a' can be estimated at 0.17 and 0.83 respectively, at five loci or by selecting the best donor among three tested at all seven loci (Table 2) . and among siblings, the overall probability of GVH disparity for HA-1 alleles is 0.13 (see Appendix A for calculations). The probability of GVH disparity for the 'A' allele is 0.11, and the probability of GVH disparity for the Conclusions 'a' allele is 0.02. If only the 'A' allele is measured, then 89% of sibling pairs would be classified as 'HA-1-Although there is little benefit to be gained by typing and matching at a single locus, substantial benefit would be matched'. Hence the probability of undetected GVH disparity among 'HA-1-matched' pairs can be calculated as possible if multiple loci could be typed. As is the case for HLA antigens, the probability of matching for minor anti-0.02/0.89 = 0.022. Table 1 shows the theoretical distribution of GVH disparities among HA-1-matched pairs with gens will be limited by the number of donors available for each patient. The success of matching would be enhanced a correction for undetected HA-1 allele disparity. In this case, the odds ratio for the probability of having у2 GVH and the requirement for large numbers of donors would be mitigated by the availability of assays that would allow disparities is 5.22, again quite close to the odds ratio for the risk of grades II-IV GVHD in HA-1-mismatched pairs typing for at least four of the loci encoding antigens that could cause GVHD in a specific patient. The task of typing as compared to HA-1-matched pairs. Hence consistency between the model and the clinical data was not affected and matching, however, will be complicated by the likelihood that individual allelic types of MHC molecules by assumptions as to whether the HA-1 locus encodes a single dominant allele or two codominant alleles.
present distinctive peptides that function as minor histocompatibility antigens. The models predict that in any given individual, approximately seven minor histocompatibility loci encode antigens that can cause GVHD, but the total Potential benefit of typing for minor histocompatibility antigens in allogenic marrow number of such loci in the population is likely to be much larger. transplantation Two caveats should be considered in assessing predictions concerning the potential impact of typing for minor In a model with seven loci encoding minor histocompatibility antigens that cause GVHD, 34% of sibling pairs have histocompatibility antigens. First, the theoretical models incorporate the assumption that all HLA alleles have у2 GVH disparities (Table 1) . When one of these loci is typed and matched, the proportion of sibling pairs with у2 approximately equivalent ability to present minor histocompatibility antigens. Published data have suggested, how-GVH disparities decreases to 27%. This small degree of benefit is consistent with the observations reported by ever, that HLA-B alleles could vary in their ability to (1 Ϫ 0.264) and (1 Ϫ 0.006) = 0.736 and 0.994, respectively, and there is virtual certainty that at least one donor a The distribution of total disparities was calculated by multiplying the probability distributions for unknown disparities by the probability distriwill have two to four matches (0-2 disparities). The probbutions for known disparities. By selecting the best match among five ability that the best matched donor will have one disparity donors tested at four loci, the probabilities of 0, 1 and 2 disparities are = 0.994 Ϫ 0.736 = 0.258, and the probability that the best 0.736, 0.258 and 0.006, respectively. matched donor will have two disparities = 0.999995 Ϫ 0.994 = 0.006. Among the loci that cannot be tested, the probabilities Among the loci that can be tested, the probabilities of 4, of 0, 1, 2 and 3 disparities between a potential donor and 3, 2, 1 and 0 matches between a potential donor and recipirecipient can be calculated from the binomial distribution as ent can be calculated from the binomial distribution as (0 = 0.234, 0.410, 0.269, 0.0787 and combines the probabilities of disparity for the four testable 0.00862, respectively. By addition of the appropriate terms, loci with the probabilities of disparity for the three untestthe probabilities of 4, 3-4, 2-4 and 1-4 matches between a donor and recipient are 0.234, 0.643, 0.913 and 0.991, able loci.
